
Late Night
Date Night Kit

Thanks for downloading this printable date night kit from 

On this date, you will watch different late night 
show sketches and play popular games inspired by 
The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon. Despite the 
name, you can do this date night kit from home at 
any time of day.

1. Download and print your date night kit. 

2. Grab some snacks and beverages.

3. Decide on a prize for the winner of the evening.

4. Get going! Alternate funny videos from your 

favorite late night shows with our play-at-home 

games.

5. Declare a winner.

6. Share a photo of your date by following us and 

tagging @makeadateofit

7. Subscribe to our newsletter to discover your next 

date night kit!
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For a more detailed description and links to our 
favorite late night videos visit: 

makeadateofit.com/blog/late-night-date



Late Night
Date Night

get ready for  A

WHEN:
WHEre:

ORDER OF EVENTS SCOREBOARD
Photo of Lies

Photo of Lies

Best Video Choice

Best MOMENT

5 second sum up

BFF Challenge5 Second Sum Up

BFF Challenge

Funny Videos

10 points
WINNER

5 points

5 points

10 points

10 points

_________

_________

_________

_________

Funny Videos

Funny Videos
_________
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5 Second Sum Up
How to Play

Tally
___________   ___________

Each Player gets one list  of TV shows and movies. (Again Do not peek at your partner's 
list!) Then,  one player starts a timer for five seconds. In that five seconds, the other 
player must describe one  of the items on their list without using any words within the 
title, sounds like, or rhymes with. If the other player guesses it, they get a point. Do this 
with three topics, then switch. Whoever has the most points after three rounds (nine 
topics) wins. If there is  a tie, do a lightning round with  three  seconds on the clock.

Player TwoPlayer one
Jurassic Park

Breaking Bad
Adams Family

The Office

LOST
Goodfellas

Sleepless in Seattle

Freaky Friday
my Big Fat Greek Weeding

Alice in Wonderland

Magnum P.I.
the Godfather

The Italian Job

Tommy Boy
Airplane

Friends

Zorro
Toy Story

Atonement

Princess Bride
Bruce Almighty

Ocean's 11

Cheers
Sesame Street

Casino Royale

Jeopardy
Elf

Chicago

The Last Jedi
Top Gun

The Prestige

Up
Just Friends

Annie Hall

National treasure
Coraline

Mamma Mia

Mission Impossible
Bewitched

Les Miserables

Casablanca
Footloose

Mean Girls

Parks and Rec
Indiana Jones

Phantom of the Opera

True Grit
The proposal

Napoleon Dynamite

Fellowship of the Ring
Dark Knight

Little Miss Sunshine

Bourne Identity
Devil Wears Prada

Inception

Legally Blonde
Finding Nemo

Brady Bunch

Snow White
Wall-E

ET

Frasier
Blues Clues

Field of Dreams

Tangled
Fargo

Lady Bird

Arrested Development
Thelma and Louise

The Sandlot

Ghost
300

Mulan

Frozen
Terminator

My girl

some like it hot
Titanic
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Photo of Lies

BFF CHALLENGE

How to PlayHow to Play

Tally
___________
___________

Tally

Each Player gets one sheet of photos,  Cuts  their photos  out,  and creates their own pile. 
(Do not peek at your partner's photos!) Then,  One player draws a photo from their pile 
and describes it--either lying or telling the truth. The other player has to guess which. 
If they guess correctly, they get a point. If they guess wrong, The other Player gets a 
point. Take Turns. The first to three points wins.

How to Play
TAKE TURNS ASKING and Writing answers to THE QUESTIONS BELOW in  30 seconds. The ASKER 
MUST TRY TO guess THE OTHER person's answer. If the answers match, the asker gets a 
point. First to three Points wins.

What is your favorite item of clothing?

What is the first thing you'd buy if you won the lottery? What is your favorite meal that I make?
Which couple is your favorite double date?

What is one food you are embarrassed to enjoy?

Who was your first celebrity crush?

What is your favorite trip you have ever been on?
If I were a type of ice cream, which would I  be?

who is the most unusual member of my family?

what is your favorite smell?

what is your favorite time of day?
What is one topic we 100% agree on?

Which movie always makes you cry?Money no Object, Where would you like to travel next?

________   ________
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PlayER ONE:
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Cut out each of the photos. DO Not let your partner see any photos in your pile.



PLayeR TWO:
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Cut out each of the photos. DO Not let your partner see any photos in your pile.


